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True Story of the life time of a child who knew to many secrets. How people try to keep her quiet

and the a dramatic composition, often in verse, dealing with a serious or somber theme, typically

that of a great person destined through a flaw of character or conflict with some overpowering force,

as fate or society, to downfall or destruction. Only to rise up after a life threatening illness, later in life

and then share all the secrets she's kept quiet. My goal is not to throw those I love under a bus. This

has been an extremely difficult quest to dig up all the memories, that's been stuck in my head, and

making me sicker than I already am. So I'm letting them go. I'm allow my fingers to tell my story,

since it appears I can't do it through my mouth. It just hurts. And I just got to start to think of me.

Maybe that sounds a bit selfish, and yet...I want to be well. I want to be happy. Sixty Three Years of

Junk IS TO MUCH. So I'm throwing my stories and some of my childhood writings and poems Out

to the Universe. Maybe it might help someone? Maybe I can show them some hope. That if a girl

can go threw what I did and they see I survived. And how Bipolar is one thing, but if you add PTSD,

so this girls bound to get worse, if I don't scream out to the world. I SURVIVED! I WIN! I AM LOVED!

Special thanks go out to my God "I call Him Jesus" and out to my Guardian angel who stood by my

side while a wrote what I knew, and needed to tell. "They" were there while writing the hard parts. If

they were not, then it could never be wrote.#abuse #rape #bipolar #PTSD

#BrokenBrain#DamagedMind # Domestic Abuse#MyDaddyBurnedDownSchool. (It's finally out. And

I know why.)#OurLadyOfAngels# IAttempted2Die2ManyTime.

#IDon'tHave2ShutUp.#MYDaddySoldMe2Men. #MyDadKilled2.#AndThrewMeUnderATruck (and I

got proof)#MomPoisonsBaby (and I got proof of that too.)#MyMomMessedWithMyBrain

#IDon'tWhisperAnymore #IShout!
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Im not too sure if I will be able to get into this bool. I am not one to give bad review too often but this

one is way to confussing even as far as I am into it. Quite a few errors in editing, words were they

arent supposed to be and some missing all together.. And way too much information from as far as I

have gotten so far a , this person works here this one works here I was this old my brother was this

old...and so on, just things to me that dont even have anything to do with the story the author

seemed to just be trying to fill the space to get the words needed for the book. Now if this is a true

story, which from what I heard it was and this is the authors life I want to tell you how strong you are

and that in that case I would give you a higher rating cause its not like you have wrote tons of books

but if not...sorry its just not there for me in how its worded and stuff.

Maybe this book would have made since if it had been edited properly. There are so many spelling

and grammar mistakes that when put with the writing style of the author all u end up with is a

confusing mess . Don't waste your time .

This book was too hard to follow. Read the first couple of chapters still had no idea what it was

about. Needs to learn about topic sentence to give readers an idea what story is about.
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